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ABSTRACT

On-line information services are now appearing in Europe, and theseofferall organisations newwaysto obtain information from outside. This external information is needed by managers andprofessionalstaff in almost all parts of an organisation.
These information services, which enable an end user to obtain information whichis relevantto his needs, represent one way of overcoming the problem of an ever-increasing supply ofpublished material.
The report examines the developmentof informationservices in the US, Europe and Japan anddiscusses the directions in which those services can be expected to expand in the next few yearsthrough a numberof relevant technological advances.
The report offers advice to organisations on the action they need to take to ensure that theymake full use of the currently-available services, and that they equip themselves to exploit new
services as they reach the market-place.
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|. THE SIGNIFICANCE AND POTENTIAL IMPACT
OF ON-LINE INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SERVICES

The quality of almost all business decisions is highly dependent uponthe information used inthe decision making process. High quality information ♥ by which one meansrelevant, timely,accurate and comprehensive information ♥ is therefore crucial to the continued success ofallorganisations. One source of such information is published material available to all who requireit.
Such information is crucial in such areas as product planning, product engineering, marketresearch, legal departments and information systems planning. Questions such as ☁what patentsor products already exist?☂ and ☁What are the qualities and the availability of the materials wecould use?☂can bedifficult to answerwell.
The 1973 oil crisis added an additional dimension to the situation, since the radical effect thatit had on the world economy has introduced addedrisks to all major business decisions. Theinstability which the crisis caused (and which appearslikely to be with us for some time) hasresulted in information, and therefore the decisions based upon it, becoming outdated much
sooner, and in unexpected ways, than managers were previously accustomedto expect.

On-line information retrieval services appear to offer in the 1980s one important way of com-
pensating for such changes since, potentially, they offer the opportunity to retrieve high
quality information considerably more economically than would otherwise be possible, if
indeed it would bepossible at all.

A TheLikely Growth of Information Retrieval Services
In Europe few organisations have, so far, made very great use of on-line informationretrieval
services. Typically, large UK-based organisations use these services for no more than three
hours a week, and taking one advanced user as an example ♥ ICI ♥ the weekly use is only
about twenty-five hours.
In the US, by contrast, organisations started to use on-line information services earlier, and
have made muchgreater use of them.
The pace of development and the usage of information retrieval services is now accelerating. In
the US particularly, the number of organisations that are respectively producing,selling and
using databases grows daily. In the UK the planned viewdata service, Prestel (which is described
in the Section beginning on page 24), is a development that will create a much greater aware-
ness of scope for, and opportunities with on-line information retrieval services. The Euro-
pean network EURONET(whichis described on pages 15 to 17) will undoubtedly produce a
dramatic increase in the use of on-line information retrieval services. Much of this report is
concerned with the present state of the art in the US and Europe,and with the future of on-
line information retrieval in those continents.
Substantial developments have also taken place in Japan, and in that country toothereis likely
to be a rapid increase in the use of on-line information retrieval services. Again, the present



position andlikely developments in Japan are discussed later in this report.

Some of the new technologies that are on the horizon (suchas video disc, personal microcom-
puters, parallel processing computers and satellite communications facilities, which are all
discussed in the Section beginning on page 28) could all add to the speed of development and
the growth ofusage of on-line information retrieval systems.

B_ Potential Opportunities and Potential Threats
of On-line Information Retrieval Services

The concept of storing information in a machine-readable form so that it can be accessed
quickly and easily through a terminal device poses both opportunities and threats to many
sectors of business.
The facility of being able to have access on-line to large, comprehensive information databases
represents☂a new and powerful tool to managers, scientists and technologiests in business, as
well as to many individuals in the professions, and in educational and research establishments.
In a business organisation, however, there is one potential danger. Different individuals and
departments in different areas of a company maylearn about on-line information retrieval from
different sources and in different ways. The potential dangeris that the separate individuals and
departments within an organisation may, through ignorance of, or disregard for, the needs of
others, embark on setting up their own route to information retrieval systems. Unless the re-
quirements of all the areas of a companyare co-ordinated this approach will obviously lead to
duplication and waste ofeffort.
As on-line information usage grows, it may reduce or eliminate the requirement for certain
printed material such as periodicals. The economic considerations of switching from hard
copy to on-line will become more important as the usage of on-line information retrieval
services grows. From the viewpoint of an organisation that accesses and uses the information,
the potential benefits of cost savings in areas such as periodical subscriptions, book purchasing,
and so on could be substantial.
The ramifications of such savings could result in a related and additional effect. As people
within an organisation become aware of the powerof on-line information retrieval services,
more and more sectors of the organisation might decide to use the facilities of on-line infor-mationretrieval systems. The tangible benefits of financial savings would then be supplementedby intangible benefits, such as a better informed organisation, a quicker response to infor-mation needs and so on.
The on-line information retrieval services could therefore represent much more than simply abetter way of storing and accessing information. These newfacilities could have a radical effecton the way in which organisations operate. Improved information services could stimulate bothmanagement and professional skills to a new, muchhigherlevel of efficiency and effectiveness.
Manypublishing organisations and organisations with interests in the dissemination of infor-mation onpaper, already realise that on-line information retrieval services may,in the future,produce a threat to their present business, and are now taking steps to protect their futureinterests by evaluating their situation in the light of the present and the likely developments.
Thelikelihood that more and more data will be held on computerfiles has raised many debateson privacy and security. These debates are particularly centred on the contents of the files andthe question of which individuals should and should notbeable to access thefiles.
At present, very few countries are taking enoughaction to control the storage of data on com-puter. So far as legal controls are concerned, Sweden has probably advanced further than anyother country.

 

 



One aspect of privacy and security that is of concern to industry and commerceis that ofindustrial espionage, and the possibility that one companycan study the nature and the patternof a rival company☂s search. It can sometimes be as revealing to know what searchpatterns acompany is following as it is to know the contents of the individualfiles that the companyis searching.



Il. THE SCOPE, PURPOSE AND INTENDED READERSHIP OF THIS REPORT

A The Scope
Having regard to the developmentsandissues discussed in the previous section, the followingmajor questions require attention:

1. Is on-line information retrieval a subject that is sufficiently important to warrantorganisations devoting attention to it now?
2. If so, what action should Managementservices managers be taking, both now andinthe longerterm, to Prepare for on-line information retrieval?
3. Whenis on-line information retrieval likely to have a significant impact on businessorganisations and ontheir day-to-day operations?

This report sets out to answer these questions by looking at the presentstate of the art in theUS, Europe and Japan, by looking at both present and future developments in technology, andby looking ahead at the wayin which on-line information retrieval services are likely to developin Europe.

B_ The Purpose
This report has three main Purposes.
Its first purpose is to assess the wayin which on-line information retrieval services are expectedto develop in Europe, based both on the world situation of on-line retrieval today in the US,Europe and Japan, and on expected developments in hardware and software.
Its second purpose is to highlight the major considerations for users and potential users ofinformation retrieval services.
Its third purpose is to identify the role that the Managementservices function in an organ-isation should play in order to ensure that a coherent, effective and economical informationstrategy is established within the Organisation.

C_ Intended Readership
The report is intended to be read by all those who areresponsible for ensuring that the supplyof information within an Organisation (and Particularly the supply of information that isacquired from outside the organisation) is, and continues to be, adequate. It is intendedParticularly for those within the managementservices function of organisations, since it is
information.



Il. BACKGROUND TO ON-LINE INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SERVICES

A The Need for On-Line Information Retrieval Services
Most large and many medium-sized companies in commerce and industry today have one or
more information or intelligence departments or units. As part of their function these depart-
ments or units usually have one or more staff members whoare engagedin trying to satisfy the
information needs of the particular organisation by scanning books, professional journals,
periodicals, newspapers, reports and other kinds of published information.
Over the past decade there has been a steady, if not spectacular, increase in the variety and
volume of published information. For example, as Figure 1 illustrates, between 1971 and 1978
the numberof published periodicals grew by 20%. The growthin the variety and the volumeof
published information has increased the burden that the task of scanning printed material
represents. The burden has increased also because it becomes increasingly difficult in any
organisation to classify and index the printed material in such a way asto best satisfy the
diverse and yet inter-related needs of the different functions and areas of interest in that
organisation.

GROWTH IN THE NUMBER OF PERIODICALS

YEAR NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS ACCORDING
TO ULRICH☂S INTERNATIONAL

PERIODICALS DIRECTORY
1971 50,000
1973 55,000
1975 57,000
1977 60,000

Source: EUSIDIC survey 1977 and
Ulrich☂s International Periodicals Directory

FIGURE1

In order to try to control and make the most effective use of the available information many
companies have devised, or are now trying to devise, new ways of providing information
services. Clearly, an automated informationretrieval service represents a particularly promising
wayof providing an information service for management.



B_ ThePresent Interest in On-line Information Retrieval Services
Several bodies in the UK are taking an active interest in on-line. For example, the BritishComputer Society has an Information Retrieval Specialist Group whose purpose it is topromote awareness of the different systems.
ASLIB (the Association of Special Libraries) which has a long standing interest in librarydevelopments, provides a full service of advice and search facilities. The Institute of Infor-mation Scientists provides an educational Programme which places an increasing emphasison international on-line information. The Library Association arranges courses, and is likelyto become moreactive as public libraries start using on-line information facilities.
Of a more specialised interest are such organisations as the United Kingdom ChemicalInfor-mation Service which provides a service in thefield of chemistry. In the area of medicine,the British Library at Boston Spa has extensive knowledge. The universities of London, Lough-borough and Manchester have been involved in on-line information retrieval systems forseveralyears,
The on-line system operators provide regular newsletters which providean essential service forthe user from the point of view of new facilities, databases, charges, etc. Two new journals ♥On-Line (which is a US journal) and On-Line Review (which is a UK journal ♥ give compre-hensive coverageto latest developments, database comparisons,etc.).
The international body, EUSIDIC (the European Association of Information Services), hasbeen formed by large organisations to influence and develop information services in Europe.
A recently formed EURONET User Forum meets bi-annually to discuss developments, andEURONETNewsis a newsletter whichis issued from time to time.
Therecent introduction by the British Post Office ofaccessfacilities to US databases is anotherexample of the interest that has been generated in on-line information retrieval services. Thedemandforthis service has already considerably exceeded all expectations.

C The Origins of On-line Information Retrieval Services
Automated information retrieval services first appeared in the United States whencompanies,such as Lockheed Information Systems and Systems Development Corporation, began market-ing information (consisting mainly of journal abstracts and citations) that those companies hadoriginally collected for their own use. Since then, a commercial market has developed for suchinformation, and more and more companies have been,andstill are being, set up specificallyto sell information. Unlike the early pioneers (who gradually developed in-house informationsystems and then made them available to external customers) the new entrants to the marketbuy in their databases from database producers.

D_ The Main Elements of an On-line Information Retrieval Service
1. The difference between data processing systemsand on-line informationretrieval systemsThere is an important difference between conventional data processing systems and



specifically to handle the storage and retrieval of information. However, future develop-
ments in hardware and software (including those discussed in the Section that begins on
page 28) may reduce oreven eliminate the difference that exists between these twodiffer-
ent kinds of system at present.

. The filing system used in on-line information retrieval systems
The primary objective of an on-line information retrieval system is that it should be poss-
ible to retrieve the desired information quickly and easily. To enable this to be achieved,
most on-line systems use what is knownasan☁inverted filing system☂.
A description of an inverted filing system is given starting on page 30. Briefly, however,
the essential feature of an inverted filing system is that certain of the data items that are
entered into the database are classed as keywords, and are entered as such into the index
file. As each entry of this data item is made into the main file, its position is noted by
allocating a reference to the entry in an indexfile.
Bibliographic and factual databases
The bulk of the information that is held in information retrieval systems is of a biblio-
graphic nature. Bibliographic information is mainly textual, and it usually consists of either
abstracts from, or citations of, publications. Bibliographic information is sometimescalled
☁secondary information☂. The searching of a bibliographic database is just the first step to-
wards obtaining the information that the searcher actually requires. The secondstepis that
of obtaining the ☁primary information☂ (the actual publication) through (say) a library or a
bookseller.
In the past few years, more and more databases which hold the primary informationitself
(factual databases as they are sometimescalled) have been added to vendors☂ catalogues.
Examplesof the type of information that is held on these databasesare:

♥ Market research findings.
♥ Economic information.
♥ Companydescriptions andstatistics.
♥ Product specifications.

♥ Timetables.
Often, these databases are numeric rather than textual in content. Because of this charac-
teristic the vendor is sometimes able to enhance his revenue by providing users with facil-
ities for manipulating the retrieved data.
The searching of an on-line information retrieval system
To search a database in the most efficient manner demands the services of an individual
who possesses the necessary specialist skills. Because the present-day costs of on-line
searching are high a highly-skilled searcher can represent a good investment. Consequently,
some medium-sized and large companies are either recruiting, or are training, experts to
undertake their searching work. To work with maximum effectiveness, the searcher must
be able to appreciate what the userreally wants out of the search. An additional attribute
is a good knowledge and appreciation of the total company operation.

Theaccessing of an on-line informationretrieval system
In order to access a database, the user requires a teletype-compatible terminal together
with a communications device such as a modem or an acoustic coupler. Where a user has
a requirement for browsing,a visual display unit and a printer should, desirably, be used.



6. Data networks
The data network is the medium through which the searcher communicates with thedatabase itself.
Networks have evolved as the need for links between one computer and another, andbetween terminals and a computer, has grown. In many ways, the network is analogousto the operating system of a computer. The early computers had very little, if anything, inthe way of operating systems, and, as a consequence, the programming of a computer wasa complex task that often resulted in unreliable, and error-prone software. Later, as com-puters developed in complexity and scope, more and more of the common jobs of pro-gramming were built into the operating system. Today, computers have very high-levelprogramming languages which are easy to use and enable very reliable programmes to beproduced.
In asimilar way, networks have taken the basic communication link of a telephoneline,and have addedvalueto it by providing error checking,line optimisation and many otherfeatures. The result of these ☁value added services☂ (as they are called in the US)is thatcommunicationlinks are very much morereliable and much more cost effective.
There are important differences between networks in the US and networksin Europe.InEurope, each country☂s PTT controls the public data networksin that country. This doesnot apply in the US, where the governmentallowsprivate organisations to develop net-works and to offer a network service to the public. Two of the more well known of theseprivate networks are TYMNET and TELENET.
The creation of diverse networks, with each one having its own design objectives andsolutions, has produced compatibility problems arising from the need for computers andterminals from different manufacturers to communicate with one another. The Consulta-tive Committee for International Telephone and Telegraphs (CCITT) have attempted tobring some order to the growing problem of laying down standards for suppliers. (A fulldiscussion of compatibility is provided in Report. Series No. 3 ♥ Terminal Compatibility.)One important standard that the CCITT has laid downis the X25 interface for computersand terminal devices that are connected to packet-switching networks.
Packet-switching is the predominant technology for networks at the Present time, and thegeneral acceptance of X25is bringing about a more coherent approach to network develop-ment. (A detailed discussion on networksis provided in Report Series No. 7 ♥ PublicData Services.)
One aspect of packet-switching networks that is Particularly important to on-line infor-mation retrieval is that of tariff structure. Data transmission and voice transmissionthrough the public switched telephone network are both subject to a similar tariff struc-ture, in which the cost is directly related to the distance over which the data is to betransmitted (i.e. the cost is distance dependent). This means that the user whois sitedin the same location as the database that he wishes to access incurs lower costs than auser whois located at a remotesite.
Data transmission through a packet-switching networkis charged on the basis of how manypackets of data are transmitted irrespective of the distance between the user and thedatabase. This method of chargingis called the distance independenttariff.
The majority of the public data networks that are being developed in Europe today arepacket-switched networks. One of the most significant of theseis EURONET. EURONET,which is a European Economic Communityproject, is discussed on Pages 15 to 17. It hasbeen developed specifically to allow organisations in memberstates of the EEC to haveaccess to one another☂s databases, and it will probably grow to include both database



vendors and users from outside the EEC. EURONETprovides the best example to date of
the growth of on-line informationretrieval systems in Europe.
The dominance of public data networks in Europe suggests that ☁integrated system ven-
dors☂, who provide a complete service encompassing database producer, database vendors,
communication vendorand so on,are unlikely to appear in Europe.

E Viewdata
Viewdata, which is a comparatively recent, and a British, invention will undoubtedly affect the
growth pattern of on-line information retrieval systems in both Europe and the United States.
This report is not directly concerned with viewdata systems, but the Section beginning on page
24 briefly describes viewdata. It also explains how it can be expected both to compete with,
and to complement conventional information retrieval services.



IV. ON-LINE INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SERVICES TODAY

A Introduction
Currently, database vendors in the US dominate the world scene. The three major textualbibliographic on-line retrieval vendors are Lockheed, System Development Corporation andBibliographic Retrieval Services. TheBritish Library☂s BLAISE system and the European SpaceAgency database in Frascati, Italy (both of which are discussed below), are two ofthelargestsystems in Europe.
It isvery difficult to estimate the size of the world market. Probably the mostaccurate availableestimates for the US are those published by the Information Retrieval Research Laboratory inIllinois which estimates that in 1977 2,000,000 on-line searches were made on bibliographicdatabases.
In the US, the chargerate for information retrieval varies with the database.Prices range from$25 to $150 per connect hour, andit is reasonable to assume that the average is about $60 perconnect hour. If an average search is assumed to take 20 minutes, the estimated value of theon-line bibliographic search market (excluding factual databases) for 1977 was around $40 mil-lion, exclusive of telecommunication charges.
In Europe, the most accurate available estimates are those published by EUSIDIC. EUSIDIC☂sMost recent survey estimated that, by the end of 1976,there had been 200,000 on-line searchesof bibliographic databases in Europe. The Technical Reports Centreservice, Dialtech (the UKservice to the European Space Agency ♥ whose system is described on page 19) has estimatedthat the cost of an average search is about £10, excluding telecommunication charges. Thevalue of the European market for on-line searches of bibliographic databases at the end of1977 can, we consider, be reasonably estimated to be about £3,000,000, excluding searches offactual databases.
The EUSIDIC survey referred to above estimated that 2,000,000 factual databank searcheswere made during 1976. The Information Retrieval Research Laboratory estimates referredto above indicate that of an estimated world total of 362 bibliographic databases as at-December 1977, 208 originated in the US. Of these 208 databases, about 75% containtechnical information (covering subjects such as science, medicine and technology), and about25% contain commercial information.
Manyof the early US databases were created by organisations in the public sector, mainly infederal and state governments.It is interesting to note, however, that today only 23% of theon-line databases in the US are in the public sector, the remaining 77% being in the privatesector. Also, 60% of the private sector databases have been specifically developed forprofit.
The majority of European databasesare in libraries, universities and government departments.In the UK, the major developments have occurred through fundedresearch, such as that bythe British Library, the United Kingdom Chemical Information Society, and the Institutionof Electrical Engineers. The German Government are developing a well-planned series ofdatabases with several centres, each of whichwill specialise in a different subject.
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The European network EURONET (described on page 15) has received substantial public
funding through the Commission of the EEC. A recent report which was produced for the
Commission ranked the nine member countries of the EEC whoare participants in EURO-
NETin the following three groups:

♥ Germany, the UK and France are the most advanced in on-line information retrieval
systems.

♥ Belgium, Denmark and Italy have an intermediate position.
♥ Ireland, Luxembourg and the Netherlands have made the least progress with on-line

information retrieval systems.
Because of its connection to the Nordic network SCANNET,which covers Sweden, Finland
and Norway, Denmark occupies a special position. Non-EEC members will almost certainly be
interested in EURONET, and the Commission of the EEC have indicated that they will con-
sider such participants.
Most of the participating countries are building their own national networks whichwill link
into EURONET(e.g. the French TRANSPAC, the UK☂s PSS, and the Dutch DNI). (Report
Series No.7 gives a detailed report on Public Data Services.)

B_ Examples of On-Line Information Retrieval Services in the US

As with so many products, the US were thefirst country to establish a country-wide on-line
information retrieval system, when System Development Corporation, in 1965, began operat-
ing an on-line bibliographic retrieval service ORBIT to service the whole of the US. In 1974
the service became an international one, and today the ORBIT system and the Lockheed
DIALOG system are the world market leaders in on-line information retrieval systems. The
Information Retrieval Research Laboratory☂s estimates clearly show the growth in the number
of on-line searches in the US over the years 1974 to 1977, as under:

1974 = 700,000
1975 = 1,000,000
1976 = 1,200,000
1977 = 2,000,000

. There have, of course, been bothprofitable and unprofitable databases in the US, and someof
these are discussed below. The information there gives someinsight into the different types of
information that are currently available in the US.
1, Market research companies j

Some companieshaverealised that, as a result of conducting their main business activity,
they have now produced a valuable database which they cansell as an on-line information
retrieval system.
Market research companies fall into this category. Traditionally, market research com-
panies such as A.C. Nielsen and the Gallup Organisation, charge their clients a fixed annual
fee, and supply them with informationrelating to their particular business needs. The avail-
ability of on-line databases will obviously have a dramatic impact on the business activities
of those market research companies. It probably provides them with the opportunity to
maintain their current business and also to add a new dimensionin the form of the on-line
retrieval of information.It is still too early to forecast what the outcomeof this develop-



 

mentwill be and, so far as is known, these companies have not yet developed firm policiesregarding on-line information retrieval systems.
A. C. Nielsen have acquired a regional time-sharing company in Minneapolis. They haveput up their databases on to the system,butinitially they are allowing only a few carefully-selected clients, together with the Nielsen in-house research teams, to have on-line accessto the database information. By studying the behaviour of this sample of users, A. C.Nielsen hope to be able to assess what the impact on their business will be whenclientscan select, on-line, specific items of information that they require for their particularneeds.
The correct pricing strategy will, of course, be a critical aspect in A. C. Nielsen☂s future inthe informationretrieval industry. Equally important is how Nielsen☂s clients take to theservice. If they find that the on-line system is easy to use, and that they can quickly obtainthe concise information they want, then there will be a direct correlation between the useof the information and the use of the system. This correlation does not exist with thepresent methods, where the client buys, for a fixed fee, a large volume of informationmuch of which he never uses. With an on-line retrieval system, the client will buy only theinformation that he requires. The remaining information will be available for any otherclient, and some ofit may never be accessed by anyclient.
Interactive Market Systems Inc., who provide on-line and batch access to most of theinformation services of the large survey firms, realised early on the potential of this typeof service. They entered the market in 1969 and, by taking over their competitors, havenow achieved an almost monopolistic position in the supply of pharmaceutical infor-mation. As a result, they now occupy a very prominent position in the on-line field ofmarket research. The Columbia Broadcasting System Inc. recently made an unsuccessful$100 million bid to acquire the company.
Real estate
Tymshare Inc. of California entered the field of on-line information retrieval systems in theearly 1970s when they realised that there was a business Opportunity in acting as theessential network link between database vendors and database users. Theyset up thefirstnetwork, TYMNET, and they are now registered by the Federal Communication Commis-sion as a common carrier. They now perform a very necessary function in the on-lineindustry.
Tymshare☂s interest widened in parallel with the growth of the network business. Aboutfour years ago they saw that they had an opportunity to develop an on-line numericdatabase on real estate information. With the developmentoftheir system, Tymshare haveoffered additional manipulation facilities, and the business has grownaccordingly. Tym-share nowhavea well-established business in real estate information services in the US and,with TYMNETreaching outasit is now doing, Tymshare☂s entry into Europe and Japancan only be a matterof time.
Companyprofiles
During the last four years Dun and Bradstreet Inc. are said to have spent up to $20 millionon computerising their credit files. They now have the facility to input newfiles into thesystem, and to retrieve data on-line. Like A. C. Nielsen, Dun and Bradstreet are now inaposition to offer their service direct to the public. However, they are said to be nervousabout doing so since they cannot judge whether, and to what extent, this will have anadverse effect on their existing business.
TRW Credit Services Inc. of California perhapssaw this hesitation on the part of Dun andBradstreet and are now attempting to capture a share of the market. In conjunction withthe National Non-profit Association of Credit Executives they have established an on-linefacility that is available direct to the user. The system is not as comprehensive as Dun and
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Bradstreet☂s, and perhaps as a result has not been as successful as TRW Credit Services
probably hoped. However, the moveindicates that the on-line business is becoming com-
petitive. In the past, as mentioned on page 10, the majority of databases were set up and
formed by non-profit organisations such as government departments. This venture by TRW
Credit Services is interesting in that it merges the activities of both profit and non-profit
organisations in order to produce an on-line service. This development may well presage
other similar mergings of interests.
Financial
Telstat Systems Inc. was formed in 1969 by Penny Kaniclides who, seeing an opportunity,
left McGraw Hill to form a new companythat would provide an on-line access facility to
financial databases. Bankers, insurance companies, brokers, etc. use the service, and Tel-
stat'☂s 1975 annual report showed an annual turnover of almost $3 million and a profit of
about $1 million. These figuresillustrate the high level of profitability that can be achieved
in the on-line information retrieval business. Western Union Inc., probably because they
were keen to break into the on-line information retrieval business, have now acquired
Telstat Systemsfor a figure that is reported to be in the region of $15 million.

. Timesharing bureaux
Tymshare Inc., mentioned on page 12, is not the only example of a timesharing bureau
that has diversified by entering the on-line information retrieval business. Timesharing
bureaux generally have had to look for other sources of income because many users of
timesharing bureau systems have acquired one of the many small business computers that
are now available. Some timesharing bureaux now supply a turnkey operation for small
business computers, but others have entered the on-line information retrieval business.

One example of this latter trend is that ADP Network Services Inc. now offer the
COMPUSTAT database (COMPUSTAT being the US equivalent of EXSTAT). This
example is a most interesting one, because ADP NetworkServices are not the sole dis-
tributors of COMPUSTAT.Interactive Data Corporation (IDC) also provides thefacilities
of COMPUSTAT.
Integrated systems
One of the most successful on-line database operations in the USis that of Data Resources
Inc. The company was founded in 1969, and at the end of 1977 its balance sheet showed a
turnover of $24 million and a profit of $2.5 million. Several factors have contributed to
the dramatic rise of this company. It is an integrated systems vendor, which meansthatit
acts as a database producer, a database vendor, and a communications vendor. It operates
its own network, but it also uses TYMNET and TELENETto provide a total service to
over 500 clients. The company☂s mix of in-house and bought-in databasesis claimed to be
the largest collection of economic databanksin the world.

As well as providing on-line access to information the company also provides:

♥ Data manipulation facilities (e.g. modelling and forecasting).

♥ Training and education.
♥ Consultancy in business problems.
♥ Conferences.

The company☂s major source of revenueis from clients who use the computerfora variety
of purposes. The company has, therefore, geared all its services in such a way as to ensure
that they all involve the use of the company☂s computer.

The company has successfully introduced the concept of an annual subscription package.
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It offers 16 packages, and each package gives comprehensive coverage to theapplication onwhichit is based. The annual subscription for the packages ranges from $5,000 to $25,000.The company☂s success is demonstrated by the fact that the annual report for 1977 showedthat the annualrevenueperclient grew from $15,625 in 1971 to $42,692 in 1977. Anycompany that is contemplating a similar venture could do worse than learn as muchaspossible about the policy that Data Resources Inc. has adopted.
7. The New York Times DatabankThe New York Times Databank is probably one of the best known examplesin the worldof an integrated system vendor. To date, however, the operation has not been a profitableone. The companylost a little over $1.5 million in 1976, and despite an improved market-ing strategy and an increase in turnover in 1977, lost almost $1 million in that year.

Unlike some other large database operators, who wenton-line as a development from hardcopy publishing, the New York Times started from scratch, and its database was compiledat enormous cost without any accompanying hard copy revenue. It adopted a uniquesystem which,byits nature, prevented the database being put up on otheron-line systems,and so limited the degree of market penetration.
The early development costs have been estimated to have been at least $12 million. Mean-time, the company has changedits original policy of selling the databank asa research toolfor the use of libraries, and nowsells it as a decision-making tool for the use of businessorganisations. Only recently has it started to sell reports produced through the databank.
Other publishing organisations appear to be movingcautiouslyintothisfield. They are, nodoubt, aware of the comparative lack of success the New York Times has achieved so far,and, almost certainly, are anxious to avoid making the mistakes the New York Times hasmade.

8. ADP Network Services Inc.As already mentioned on page 13, ADP Network Services Inc. have been successful in sell-ing COMPUSTAT.They were not successful, however, when they put up a chemicalinfor-mation system which concentrated on mass spectrometry. Their failure can be attributedmainly to the fact that such a specialised subject would appeal only to a very limitedmarket of research workers with limited budgets. A contributing factor, however, was thatthe salesmen who were selling the service did not understand the subect area. The com-bination of these two factors meant that only a low volumeofsales was achieved. Insteadof an expected revenue of $1,000 per month, per customer, sales were, apparently, onlyabout $150 per month,per customer. This venture perhapsillustrates that although on-lineinformation retrieval services represent a potentially lucrative market, success is unlikely tobe achieved withouta proper, carefully-planned marketing approach.

C Examplesof On-Line Information Retrieval Services in Europe
As already mentioned, Europe is lagging behind the US in terms of providing bibliographicretrieval facilities, and it seems that about 75% of database access at the momentis from theUS. At present, the majority of European databases can be found in libraries, learned societiesand governmentbodies.
One area of on-line information retrieval where Europe holds a leading position is that ofviewdata, whichis described in the Section that begins on page 24.
It is to be hoped that Europewill take advantageofits late start and learn from the mistakesthat organisations of all kinds have made in the US. However,so far as on-line informationretrieval services are concerned, there are two major differences between the US and Europe.The first is the regulatory position that the PTTs in Europe adopt, and the second is the
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language barriers that exist between the different countries in Europe.
The regulatory position of the PTTs in Europe maywell inhibit the successful introduction of
an entrepreneurial venture such as that of Data Resources Inc., whichis referred to on page 13.
On the other hand, however, it may well produce a more coherent set of public data networks
that give extensive coverage to all parts of Europe. The joint EEC venture of EURONET
described below is an encouraging step in this direction.
The Commission of the EECis considering the language problem brought about by the connec-
tion of internationallinks of the following three fronts:

1. Automatic and semi-automatic language translation.
2. Terminology databanks.
3. Multilingual thesauri.

As on-line information retrieval services continue to grow, both in scope and in number, the
issues of privacy and security will increasingly demand attention.
The following paragraphs discuss both EURONETand the most prominent database vendorsin
Europe.

1. EURONET
The European User Related and Oriented Network (EURONET)will provide on-line access
to computer-based informationservices to the EEC. The EURONETeffort is being directed
by the Directorate General XI11 of the Commission of the EEC. EURONEThas been under
developmentsince 1971, and its implementation is scheduled for August 1979.
The EEC☂s declared objectives of EURONETare ☜the development of a community-wide
network☝, and ☜voluntary integration of services into a community-wide information
utility☂. The three laid-down guiding principles during the development of EURONET
have been:
a Access to the database is to be equalto all users, regardless of their geographical lo-

cation, nationality, etc.
b Commandlanguages and protocols are to be standardised.
c Competition is to be reasonably free, but may be moderated by the need to avoid

excessive duplication, with subsidised services permitted only to the extent that they
do not threaten to inhibit competition.

The network is based on the use of packet-switching technology.It will have four switching
nodes, located respectively in Frankfurt, London,Paris and Rome,and the four nodeswill
be interconnected by 48-kilobit lines. The remaining member countries will have terminal
access facilities located at Amsterdam, Brussels, Copenhagen, Dublin and Luxembourg. A
standard CCITT X25interface will be used for connecting host computers and packetter-
minals. Non-packet terminals will connect to the network via a PAD (Packet Assembler/
Disassembler).
The financial commitment has been spread over six years, with £5 million being allocated
to the first action plan (1975 to 1977) and about £7 million being allocated to the second
action plan (1978 to 1981).
Asa general rule, database vendors (the host operators) must pay their own connection
cost. However, the Commission is funding the pioneer connection work forthe following
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three hosts:
1. The German Deutsche Institute fur Medizinische Dokumentation und Information

(DIMDI) (which uses a Siemens 7.755).
2. The European Space Agency (which uses an IBM 370).
3. The University of Rome (which uses a UNIVAC 1100).

Twoother systemswill make up theinitial network for the EURONETlaunch:
1. The British Library☂s BLAISE system (which uses an IBM 370).
2. The Commission☂s Luxembourg system (which uses a Siemens 7.740).

As at February 1978 the numberof host operators wasasfollows:
♥ France 8
♥ West Germany 6
♥ Italy 5
♥ UK 2
♥ Denmark 1
♥ Luxembourg if
♥ Belgium 1

Whenthe 24 hostsare on-line, it will be possible for users to access 98 different databasesfrom several different countries. The 98 databases are made up of 76 bibliographic refer-ence databases and 22 factural databanks.
A survey of European databases which ASLIB and EUSIDIC carried out jointly in 1977showed that there were 486 machine-readable databases across Europe. Of these, 337 werebibliographic databases and 149 werefactual databanks.
The graph (reproduced as Figure 2) from the report that was producedafter the surveyshows that, although they are fewerin number, factual databanks are accessed at a muchhigher rate. The Commission of the EECis said to be aware of the greater potential profit-ability of factual databanks, and to be hoping that, as the network develops, additionaldatabankswill be put on to EURONET.

This aspect of databases is only one of the many aspects that are being broughtto light asEURONETdevelops. Other aspects that require discussion and research are:
♥ The development of a common command language.
♥ The multilingual aspects of databases.
♥ Thetechnical aspects of documentdelivery.
♥ The copyright aspects of document delivery.
♥ Security and privacy.
♥ Tariffs.
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When any large project becomes operational, it is rare to find that the early results match
those that were expected when the decision to embark on the project was taken.It is
appropriate to remember this as the day of the EURONET launch comes nearer. Many
potential users of EURONET are nowsceptical about its chances of success. As is well
known, the original proposed launch date of January 1979 has been postponed.As against
this, the announced EURONETtariffs are considerably less than those for certain of the
US networks, such as TELENET and TYMNET.It remains to be seen, however, whether
the European database vendors can match the service that both Lockheed and System
Development Corporation give in the US.
The European Space Agency system has been available for some time in the UK through
Dialtech in Orpington, but users apparently prefer the superiorfacilities of the US systems.
Many users in the UK are optimistic that the Info-line system referred to on page 18 will
prove to be anattractive alternative to the systems that Lockheed and System Develop-
ment Corporation provide in the US.
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Source: EUSIDIC Survey, 1st July 1977 ♥| Searches of European on-line services

FIGURE 2

Several recent studies have been carried out on behalf of the Commission of the EEC, and
these predict that over half the database usage in Europe will be concerned with the two
areas of medicine (36%) and chemistry (18%). The ASLIB/EUSIDIC survey referred to
earlier indicates that there is a strong bias towards commercial applications. This evidence,
taken together with the fact that factual databanks have a higher usage rate than biblio-
graphic databases, gives grounds for believing that the Commission of the EEC has produced
the wrong balance, and that commercial databanks will represent the major growth area
with EURONET.
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2. The British Library
The British Library has been extensively involved in on-line informationretrieval for manyyears. The BLAISE(British Automated Information Service) system, referred to on page16; went live in April 1977, and it is now probably thefifth or the sixth largest biblio-graphic database in the world. It is designed to enable its users to find out what has beenpublished in the UKin any field of knowledge. MARC (Machine Readable Catalogue)filescontain details such astitle, author, and International Standard Book Number (ISBN), ofall books that have been published in the UK since 1950. MEDLARS (Medical LiteratureAnalysis and Retrieval System) files contain details of publications in the bio-medicalfield dating back to 1966.
The current system runs on the IBM 370thatis operated by the Rank Hovis McDougallbureau, and it uses the ELHILL software of the National Library of Medicine. The BritishLibrary is developing a new software system, MERLIN (Machine Readable Library Infor-mation). This software is designed for use with parallel processing technology, but initiallyit will run on conventional (ICL 2900 series) hardware.
Plans are apparently in hand to carry out retrospective data collection, and technologysuch as Computer Input Microfilm (CIM), which is referred to on page 29, will be in-valuable forthis task.
There are 320 subscribers to BLAISE, and 75 of these are spread across 15 countries out-side the UK. New subscribers are being enrolled at the rate of about 15 a month. MARChas no competitors, but when EURONET becomes operational the German DIMDI data-base, referred to on page 16, will compete with MEDLARS. The stated aim for BLAISEis not that it should run at a profit but thatit should recoverits costs. The current runningcosts of the system are said to be about £750,000 per annum,andit is expected that itwill take between three and five years to recover the developmentcosts. ;

3. Info-line Ltd.
Info-line Ltd. is a comparatively new UK venture, having beenestablished only in 1976.Itis unique in thatit is designed specifically to sell on-line informationretrieval services. Thecompanyis ownedjointly by thefive following partners:

♥ TheBritish Library.
♥ The Chemical Society.
♥ DerwentPublications Ltd.
♥ TheInstitution of Electrical Engineers.
♥ The Departmentof Industry.

The companyhas a competitive pricing policy. It claims that its databases are more accuratethan those of other database vendors, and to substantiate this claim it is engaged on thetime-consumingexercise of checking, and amending wherenecessary, the contents ofall itsdatabases.
It has so far announced the following three databases:

♥ ☁Information Services for the Physics and Engineering Communities (INSPEC)Science Abstracts.
♥ The Chemical Abstracts together with the CompoundsRegistry Index.
♥ The Derwent Publications Ltd. World Patents Index (WPI).
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Of the above three databases, the first two are scheduled to be in service during thefirst
quarter of 1979, and the third is scheduled to be in service before the end of 1978. Info-
line plan to have twelve databases on-line by 1980, and these will include BIOSIS and
COMPENDEX.
Info-line is due to announce shortly a unique database, the European Chemical Business
Database from Derwent Publications Ltd. This will provide economic and business infor-
mation to the chemical industry.
Info-line☂s system software is a modified version of BASIS, which is an informationretrieval
system designed and used by the Battelle Research Institute of Canada. The hardware used
is the CRC bureau☂s Univac 1100. There are at least ten local access points in the UK, and
several in Europe. The advent of EURONETwill widen Info-line☂s potential user basestill
further.
The Info-line venture is an interesting one for three reasons. First, becauseit is not a ☁spin-
off☂ organisation but is a commercial operation that was specifically set up to provide an
on-line information retrieval service. Second, because the provision of user satisfaction is
stated to be a main objective of the system. (In other words on-line informationretrieval
is being treated like any other commercially-offered service and not as an esoteric service
for the few.) Third, because, even at this early stage of development,it can be seen to be
based on a clear strategy. The European Chemical Business Database (whichis referred to
above, and soon to be introduced) has the chemical industry as its target market, but it
widens the user base by aiming at business functions other than the research and develop-
ment function. It would seem reasonable to expect that Info-line will adopt a similar
approach to the engineering industry, and that it will branch out into new subject areas
onceit has established a reliable system.

. The European Space Agency
The European Space Agency system wasinitially a ☁spin-off☂ from space research work. An
early version of Lockheed☂s DIALOG software (RECON-DIALOG)hasbeenused to drive
the system. The system is situated at Frascati, Italy, andis available,via ESANET,through-
out Europe and North Africa. The British Post Office prevented an attempt being made to
link up through TYMNETto create five UK access points, and the only UK node through
ESANET is sited at the Technology Reports Centre (Dialtech), Orpington, Kent. The
following bibliographic databasesare currently available:

♥ Chemical abstracts from 1972. These provide journal abstracts, patents, reviews,
and reports in chemistry and related subjects.

♥ Engineering index from 1969. This provides the engineering and information com-
munities with abstracts from over 3,500 journals and papers from engineering and
technological literature.

♥ Metal abstracts from 1969. These provide comprehensive coverage of international
literature on science and applications of metallurgy.

A recent addition to the system is a databankof electronic components. This factual data-
bank should prove very useful to design engineers, buyers of electronic components, and
all who require information on electronic components.

Many of the European Space Agency databases can be found on the US systems and,
although it is easier and less costly to access the European Space Agency thanit is to
access US vendors, the system has yet to achieve the success of similar systems in the US.
It would seem that potential users are unhappy about the inferior quality of the software
facilities, such as the comparatively long time a search takes, and the limited search
capabilities the system has.
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Generally speaking, however, reports can be produced with less delay than with the USsystems. Recently, considerable effort has been made to improvetheservice (e.g. by theProvision of new hardware and improved software) in readiness for EURONET.At thesame time, the charges for the service have been increased, and are now comparable withthose of other systems.
The National Computing Centre (NCC)The NCC have been running an information retrieval system for more than ten years. Thesystem software THOR(which runs on an ICL 1905F) provides computerusers withinfor-mation such as:

♥ Details and descriptions of available hardware.
♥ Details of available training courses.
♥ Abstracts from journals.
♥ Details and descriptions ofavailable software.

The present modeof operationis via post and telephone queries, but the NCCaresaid tobe interested in increasing the availability of the databases by providing on-line accessfacilities.
The NCC have stated that they intend to be a host computer for EURONETandthat theywill make their databases available to other vendors. They appear to beinterested not onlyin EURONET,butalso in viewdata.
Multilingual aspects of information retrieval systemsOne of the many issues that EURONET raises is the problem of multilingual databases.The Commission of the EEC have funded a study into the development of a multilingualthesaurus. It is relevant to mention here that the ASLIB/EUSIDIC survey of Europeandatabases showedthat of the 337 avzilable bibliographic databasesin Europe:

♥ 76% have English as the carrier language.
a 10% have Germanasthe carrier language.
♥ 10% have Frenchasthe carrier language.
♥ 4% are in languages other than English, German and French.

Of the 4% of databases that are in other languages, four are respectively in Russian, Japan-ese, Czech, and Swedish, and sevenare multilingual databases. Only fourofthelatter sevencan be regardedasbeing really multilingual. These fourare:
1. Titus

Titus is a commercial database of information related to the textile industry. It isdesigned for use by textile managers, engineers and technicians, andit is Prepared bythe Institut Textile de France. It is available in French, English, German and Spanish.
2. IRRD (International Road Research Documentation)IRRD is a database covering worldwide literature and reports on all aspects of roadtransport. The database is prepared by the Organisation for Economic Co-operationand Development (OECD) ofParis, andit is available in English, French and German.
3. CANCERNET

Cancernet is a database covering cancer and related sciences (immunology, virology,
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etc.). The database is prepared by the Institut Gustave Roussy in France, and itis avail-
able in French, English, German, Czech, Polish and Spanish.

4. CREDOC
CREDOCis a legal database prepared by the Centrum Voor Rechtsdocumentatie in
Belgium, andit is available in Dutch and French.

Studies are being conducted by the EEC on multilingual. databases, andit is likely that
further multilingual databases will be developed in the nearfuture.

D Examples of On-Line Information Retrieval Services in Japan

In any study of on-line information retrieval systems recent developments in Japan are relevant.
In 1976 the Japanese Economic Journal reported on a market survey of on-line information
retrieval systems in Japan. This predicted that the Japanese investment in information systems
would grow from US $1500 million in 1974 to US $9000 million by 1985, representing an
annual growth rate of 17.4%.
ve Pattern Information Processing Systems (PIPS) Project

PIPS is a national research project which is sponsored by the Ministry of International
Trade and Industry (MITI). Continuous research has been undertaken since 1971 and the
budget for the project is US $175 million. It is hoped that the project workwill result, in
the early 1980s, in the development of a practical pattern information processing system.

In the work done so far, pattern recognition research has beencarried out in the following
areas:

♥ Printed Chinese characters.
♥ Monochromepictures.
♥ Colourpictures.
♥ Three-dimensional objects.
♥ Voice.

Much of the technology which is referred to in the Section beginning on page28is being
developed for this project. For example, picture recognition is being implemented through
parallel processing techniques. All the major manufacturers in the respective subject areas
have been involved in the project.
The Hi-OVIS (Higashi-Ikoma Optical Visual Information System)
In July of this year, one of the world☂s first visual information systems employing optical
communications techniques went live on a pilot basis. The system, on which so far $15
million (US) has been expended, uses terminals that have been installed in 168 homes.

The system has two-way communicationsfacilities with a camera giving the centre access
to each home. In each home, a microphone and a keyboard linked to the TV set gives the
home access to the centre. The householdercanretrieve information by meansofhis key-
board and TVset.
Unlike a similar experiment in Tama, Japan, which was financed by the Posts and Tele-
communications Ministry, the Hi-OVIS experiment is backed by the Ministry of Inter-
national Trade and Industry (MITI). In backing the experiment the Ministry has taken
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a long-term view of the manufacturing potential for new technology.
Three of the most advanced companies in their respective fields have been involvedin theexperiment:

♥ Fujitsu Ltd. (for the computer technology).
♥ Sumitomo Ltd. (for optical fibre transmission technology).
♥ Matsushita Electric Industries Co. Ltd. (for the audio-visual technology).

If the experiment is successful, the present plans are to extend the system to embrace anew town whichis being built at Kobe, near to Higashi-Ikoma. If this happens, Kobewillbe thefirst town in the world to be built up around a communicationssystem.Also,if theexperiment proves that it would be feasible, community systems could be set up through-out Japan, with information common to several communities being held in one centraldatabank. Only threeor four central databanks would be required for servicing communitysystems throughout Japan.
. JICST On-line Information Service (JOIS)JICST (The Japan Information Centre of Science and Technology) wasestablished in 1957by the Japanese government. Its purpose and activities cover the collection and the dis-semination ofscientific and technical information.

Since 1978, the JICST on-line information service has offered on-line access to ChemicalAbstracts and MEDLARS (both of which are referred to on page 18), together withJICST☂s own abstracts database. The system is accessible throughout Japan via the JICSTon-line network.

Nikkei Economic Electronic Databank Services (NEEDS)NEEDSis one of the many information services offered by Nikon ShimbunIncorporated.The company wasestablished in 1876, whenits only product was the Nikon Keizai Shim-bun (the Japanese equivalent of the Financial Times). The companyhasalways maintaineda keen interest in the information industry, and currently is involvedin:
♥ Publishing newspapers, magazines and books.
- Publishing newsletters.
♥ Providing conferences.
♥ TV and radio broadcasting.
♥ Providing a market quotation service.

The company☂s gross revenue for 1977 was about US $300 million, which represented an8.4% increase on 1976.
The ☁Nikkei☂, as the Nikon Keizai Shimbunis known,is regardedas a total economicinfor-mation system. All editorial material used for the newspaperis stored in the computeriseddatabank. Since March 1978, by using ANNECS (Automated Nikkei Newspaper Editingand Composing System), the printing of the newspaper has been completely automated,and copies are printed simultaneously, through a facsimile network, in five cities. Thenewspaperhasa daily circulation figure of 1.77 million, which is one of the largest in theworld. (The Wall Street Journal has a circulation of about 1.54 million, and the FinancialTimeshasa circulation of about 180,000.)
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The company has formed links with some of the major organisations that are engaged in
providing economic information,as follows:

♥ McGraw-Hill Inc.
♥ Dow Jones and Co.Inc.
♥ Reuters Ltd.
♥ Data Resources Inc.
♥ SVP of France.
♥ FIND/SVPin the US.

The company☂s move into on-line information retrieval was a natural step in providing a
total information system. The databank, which is being held on a Burroughs 6800,pro-
vides both bibliographic and numeric information. The bibliographic database consists of
reports from all the publications, and the numeric data consists of up-to-date economic
information. Through its links with both Data Resources Inc. and Standard and Poor
(McGraw-Hill), the system has acquired major users in North America.
Currently, about 80 clients use the on-line facilities, about 90 use the batchfacilities, and
about 100 buy the hard copyservice.
Developments in facsimile transceivers
Facsimile transceivers do not form part of an on-line informationretrieval service, but the
Japanese experience in this field is sufficiently interesting to warrant the following brief
accountbeing included here.
Because of the pictographic nature of their language andits incompatibility with telex, the
Japanese have always been well advanced in facsimile hardware. Until now, however, the
regulatory control of the television airwaves has meant that the development has been
limited to transmission over telephone lines. However, the manufacturers concerned are
now optimistic that the controls will be relaxed soon, and they also hope that permission
will be given soon touse the television airwaves. Facsimile transceivers are in widespread
use for intracorporate communication, and the communications satellite that is proposed
for information transmission throughout Japan could provide every Japanese home with
the facility (through ☁homefax☂) to access local and national databanks.

Matsushita Electric Incorporated (National Panasonic) have developed a combined TV set
and ink-jet facsimile receiver. If this system were to use a high resolution colour tube,it
could produceprinted output of the highest quality.
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V. VIEWDATA

A_ Introduction
Whenconsidering on-line information retrieval systems in Europe viewdata cannot be ignored.
Viewdata is the generic term for a public informationservice which uses a modified televisionset as a terminal device, and the standard telephoneline as the communicating link to eitherthe computer that holds the database or anotherterminaldevice.
Viewdata was invented by the British Post Office and initially it was the name given to theBritish system itself. However, viewdata became a generic term and so the namePrestel wasgiven to the British viewdata system.
Asalready mentioned, viewdata is capable of providing more than on-line information retrieval.It can communicate with other terminals and throughit, people with terminals can communi-cate with one another. Through this facility, people can ☜shop by television☝.

B_ The Status of Viewdata Today
Having invented the viewdata system, the British Post Office is currently in a strong position totake advantage of a rare marketing opportunity. The Post Office has already sold the system inone form or another to the PTTs of West Germany, Holland and Hong Kong,andis activelyengagedin selling viewdata throughout the world.
Prestel is currently undergoing a markettrial, and the public service is scheduled to becomeoperationalin the first quarter of 1979.
Since more than 150 information providers have contributed toits launch,there is clearly noshortage of interest in Prestel. A recent market survey carried out by a major manufacturingparticipant in Prestel, predicts there will be a cumulative growthin Prestel terminals in the UK,as illustrated in Figure 3.

Year Cumulative No.
of Terminals

1979 33,000
1980 108,000
1981 254,000
1982 587,000
1983 1,141,000

Figure 3 Cumulative Growth Estimates for Viewdata Terminals
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It was originally thought that members of the public would represent the major market for
Prestel. Now, however, it is realised that business and commerce represent a major potential
market.
The Independent Television Authority and the British Broadcasting Corporation respectively
have introduced teletext systems known as Oracle and Ceefax, and these are both often
mistakenly considered to be viewdata systems. There are, however, significant differences
between these systems and Prestel. They provide a limited information retrieval service, not
via the telephoné line, but via the television airwaves. Each of the systems simply transmits
continuously on a cyclic basis, a fixed amount of information, whichis restricted in scope
in order to allow an acceptable response time to be achieved. The useris able to use a keypad
to request a particular page of information to be displayed on the TV screen.
By contrast, there is no theoretical limit to the number of pages of information that a user can
select from a viewdata database.
Outside the UK, France has probably the most technically advanced competitor to the viewdata
and telétext systems with a system called Antiope/Titan. Antiope is the equivalent of teletext
and Titan is the equivalent of Prestel. Antiope/Titan can provide a moreflexible display than
that of Prestel. However, this facility requires extra memory within the television set to handle
the differences, and so the Antiope/Titan terminal devices will probably be more expensive
than the Prestel terminal devices.
Recently, there have been meetings between the CCITT and the European Conference of Posts
and Telecommunications (CEPT) to try to agree a Europeandisplay standard, but standardis-
ation is probablystill at least three years away. Outside Europe, similar systems to viewdata
are being developed. For example, the Japanese are working on a system called CAPTAINS
(Character and Pattern Telephone Access Information Network System), and in Canada the
Videotex service is being developed to allow data to be transmitted through normal telephone
lines, modified cable TV circuits, and optical fibre links.

C Viewdata in the Context of On-line Information Retrieval Services

Whenconsidering thelikely development of the European on-line information retrieval market,
it is not possible to ignore viewdata systems.

The more deeply one☂ considers viewdata the more one can see additional applications ofit.
Clearly, there is tremendous potential for the use of a single terminal device which is capable
of retrieving information from both viewdata systems and also large databases, such as those

☁ provided by Lockheed Information Systems. For example,a simple viewdata system could act
as a primary index, which the user would search prior to searching the larger, more compre-
hensive database.
☁There is also considerable potential for using viewdata to provide low-cost in-house infor-
mation retrieval systems. As evidence of this potential, Whitbread & Co. Ltd. has started to
develop an on-line in-house management information retrieval system using viewdata terminals.

A bigger and more sophisticated information system is being planned based on the use of
viewdata terminals in the Stock Exchange☂s Teletext Output of Price Information by Com-
puter (TOPIC). This system will provide users with up-to-the-minute share price information
and news and it will eventually link into other on-line information systems, such as Reuter☂s
Financial Information. It provides a clearillustration of the synergy that exists between view-
data and traditional information retrieval systems, which couldplay

a

vital role in the develop-
mentof on-line information retrieval systems.
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Oneof the majorselling points of viewdata is thatit isdata terminal is comparable with the olearnt in about the same amountoftime.)
COMPARISON OF VIEWDATAAND TRADITIONALINFORMATION RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS
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As can be seen from Figure 4, the two types of system complement one another. Viewdata,although it is very much morelimited in its capabilities, is a considerably cheaper method ofinformation retrieval (see Figure 5).

SUMMARYOFCOSTS FOR THE
USER OF INFORMATION

 

 

      
Components Viewdata N. American Databases ] European Databases |

of Cost (Prestel) through through
TYMNET AND TELENET 4 EURONET(Proposal)

+. tt

Telephone Localcall | Localcall rate | Localcall rate
charges rate

Database 2p per frame | £30 per hour (average) | Notavailable
access (average)

|
Network Not £3.30 per hour £1.35 per hour
charges applicable

7Volume Not 30p per thousand bytes £1.15p per thousand
charge applicable segments (1 segment

= 64 bytes)

Subscription {Not £5.00 per quarter Notavailable
charge applicable per user name 1

cis
FIGURE 5

The scenarios for viewdata are many and varied. However, one thing doeslooklikely ♥ view-
data will prove to be a very important factor in the growth of on-line information retrieval
systems.
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VI. THE FUTURE FOR ON-LINE INFORMATION SERVICES IN EUROPE

A Introduction
The on-line information services industry will grow steadily over the next five years. A recentreport, based on a study of the US market by Frost and Sullivan Inc., forecasts that database-generated revenue will climb from $740 million in 1976 to $1,100 million by 1980, and thento $1,600 million by 1985. Clearly, these figures do not cover only thesale of on-line infor-mation services: they also include sales of database systems software products, However,according to Frost and Sullivan, ☜☁the sale of information contained in electronic databasefaces a future with almost no limits☂, and the fastest growingareasare:

Market Area Annual growth
Business 25%
Econometric 20%
Legal research 20%

The report also states that more and more medium-sized and small companiesare using theservices of database vendors. It predicts a very bright future for on-line information retrievalservices, with improved technology in data capture and data storage providing a cheaper andbetter service. The report forecasts that, because of cheaper memory costs, graphical databases(such as engineering drawings, maps, etc.) will become commonplace.
The recent survey of information systems in Japan by the Japanese Economic Journal, referredto on page 21, predicted that there will be an annual growth rate of 17%, and that the businessin Japanwill stand at around US $9,000 million by 1985.
The indicators in Europe, which are discussed below, suggest that there will probably be asimilar rate of growth in Europe. As discussed on page 15, EURONETis scheduledto golivein August 1979,and this networkwill link all the EEC countries.
Info-line Ltd., discussed on page 18, is due soon to commenceits Operations in the UK.

B The Hardware and the Software Developments that are Likely to AffectThe Future of the On-line Industry
Asdiscussed earlier, on-line information retrieval systems are being developed across the world.Successful and profitable on-line information systemsare already Operating using today☂s exist-ing technology. However, both the new technology that has been recently developed, and thetechnology that is currently under development, will almost certainly produce substantialimprovements by way of reduced costs and better service to users.
Below, we examine the developments in hardware and software under the five followingfunctions:
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1. The capture of information.

2. The storage of information.
3. Theretrieval of information.
4. The outputof information.
5. The transmission of information.
The capture of information
Until now, information has mainly been abstracted by individuals (e.g. scientists) scanning
documents visually, and then extracting the relevant information to be input to a com-
puter system. An example of an organisation that uses this technique is the Common-
wealth Agricultural Bureau in the UK, which supplies its database to all the large database
vendors in the US and Europe. It has 14 abstracting units throughout the UK, and each
unit prepares data input forms on which the abstracted data is entered. The formsare
typed up byan external organisation using a font that is recognisable by OCR equipment.
The database is updated twice weekly, and 150,000 abstracts are added annually. The
system works well, and the majority of errors are said to be generated not by the OCR
equipment, but by the typists in the external data preparation organisation.
Increasingly, source data is being captured in machine-readable form asit is created (e.g.
by the use of word processors, and by automation in publishing). This method makesit
easier to produce a database, even though it creates some problems of compatibility and
format. This abundance of information does, however, present some management and
control problems.
This data capture technique cannot, of course, be applied to the enormous amount of
information that was compiled before computers were developed, and that now needs
to be included in some databases. The task of capturing this earlier information would
be simplified if a suitable light pen existed which was capable of recognising different
fonts as it scanned printed information. Such a pen would not solve the problem com-
pletely, however, since someearlier information would need to be transcribed before it
was scanned.
A recently-announced system in the US, Stewart Warner's Datafax, is a hybrid OCR/fax
device that is capable of scanning both text and graphics. The scanner employs micro-
electronic solid-state technology, and so is very much morereliable than electromechan-
ical technology. The scanner uses standard OCR methods whenreading characters, and
switches automatically to fax techniques when it encounters graphics, signatures, etc. It
is claimed that a 300-word document, whenit is read by OCR only,will take only six
seconds to scan. For hybrid OCR/fax matter, the scanner will take fifteen seconds to
read the same document. The preliminary price for the scanner is about $12,500.
Computer input microfilm (CIM) probably represents the most significant technological
developmentin the area oflarge-scale data capture. The only knownavailable CIM system
is the GRAFIX | product from Information International Grafix Ltd. In simple terms the
methodology employed by the system is as follows:
1. The source documents (in any font or handwriting) are photographed.

2. The format or the indexing terms are specified, using an interactive data tablet and a
VDU.

3. Thefilm is scanned and then converted into machine-readable format.
The equipment (which consists of a camera, a film scanner, an image processor, and a
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system control computer) is expensive, since it costs about $2 million. In the UK so far,the only user of GRAFIX | is the Department of Health and Social Security. The DHSSis undertaking a conversion programme from card files, and has found that the system iscapable of processing 5.5 million characters per day. The British Library is believed to beconsidering using CIM for large-scale retrospective data capture in order to expanditsdatabase.
The University of Montreal, when it was preparing its DATUM information retrievalsystem, successfully used CIM to capture reports (printed in both French and English)of the proceedings of the Exchequer Court of Canadaoverthe previous twentyfive years.
The storage of information
a. Introduction

Before discussing information storage, it is relevant to consider what is meant byinformationstorage.In brief,it is simply the physical meansof holdingfiles (tradition-ally on magnetic disc and magnetic tape) in a machine-readable format. With data-bases, however, information storage involves much more. In order to provide therequired quick access times and the sophisticated search capabilities, it is essentialto have well-structured files and good indexing techniques. Through the use ofinexpensive microprocessors it is now possible to build cost-effective hardware thatincorporates many of the features which, on today☂s existing systems, must be imple-mented through software.
Present-day hardware and software
Storageis generally regarded as being composed of the two separate parts of hardwareand software. Hardware is selected on the basis of its access time capacity, its cost,and so on. When the hardware hasbeenselected, the file structures and the indexingare designed and constructed to match the hardware.
Present-day systems use magnetic discs as the memory media for the on-line storageof information, and they use magnetic tapes for archiving anddistribution. The tablein Figure 6 shows that, in terms of access rate, magnetic discs cannot compete withthe latest developments in solid-state memory devices (bubble and CCD). Bubbledevices being non-volatile, seem the more likely to supersede magnetic discs.
Optical tape, with a packing density about 4000 times greater than that of magnetictape, seems most likely to be used as the archiving and distribution medium of thefuture.
The majority of today☂s large textual databases use an inverted filing system whichconsists respectively of an index file and a documentfile. Figure 7 gives an exampleof an inverted filing system. The index file contains keywords, which have beenselected from the documentfile. Each keyword hasa set of pointers that referenceeach occurrence of the keyword in the original document file, and so enable search-ing by keyword to be quick and effective. Techniques such as word fragmenting (seeFigure8) and text-compression (see Figure 9)can give increased search capabilities.They can also give economiesin disc storage that can be as high as 30%.
Invertedfiling systems have, however, the following two major drawbacks:
1. Effective searching is dependent on a good index.
2. A good index can be almostaslargeasthefiles themselves.
The problems of indexing have been a source of debate for manyyears. Indexing doesnot merely involve creating a direct ☁mapping☂ between the keyword and the docu-ment. Different users who comefrom different backgrounds, and who are accessing
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RANGE OF RANGEOFTECHNOLOGY COST/BIT (cents) ACCESSTIMES(ms)

MIN MAX

RANDOM BIPOLAR 2 150 x 10°6ACCESSMEMORY | M.O.S. 0.35 800 x 10°6

CHARGEDCOUPLE 0.01DEVICE

MAGNETICBUBBLES «0.01

FIXEDHEAD 0.02DISC

MOVINGHEAD 0.002
 

The above table comparesfive different storage technologies in terms of cost and access times.

Source: ☁Advances in Computer Memories☂ ♥ K. Baker of Plessey Microsystems Ltd. in
International Systems April 1978

FIGURE 6

the same database, will often employ a different vocabulary. In order to resolvethis
problem of vocabulary a thesaurus needs to be used and, with some databases, the
thesaurus needs to have multilingual capabilities.

These indexing overheads, and the increased software complexity they bring with
them, can often require as muchdisc capacity as the databaseitself. The point will
soon be reached where information retrieval systems will be constrained by the
limitations of the computer☂s disc handling capabilities.

Most of the existing bibliographic databases hold only citations or abstracts of pub-
lications, but some systems are capable of storing the complete texts of publications.
However, a system that would enable complete publications to be stored and retrieved
economically would require the use of new computer technology.
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EXAMPLE OF PART OF AN INVERTEDFILING SYSTEM
USING A WORD FRAGMENTSINDEX
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TEXT COMPRESSION

Upper case 26 characters
Lowercase 26 characters
Numerics 10 characters
Special characters 8 characters

70 characters
Traditional internal computer codes, such as ASCI! and EBCDIC,allocate 8 bits per characterand allow for up to 256 different characters. As can be seen from above, less than 30% of thesecharacters are regularly used for text storage. By recoding text characters into a differentformat (e.g. using only 5 bits instead of 8 bits) economies on storage can be as high as 30%.

FIGURE 9

c. Developments in Hardware and Software that could affectfuture information retrieval systemsOnearea of development that could have a significant impactonall the above prob-lems is the technique of associative parallel processing (APP). It is probably noexaggeration to say that, of all today☂s current developments, APP will probably havethe greatest impact on future informationretrieval systems.
Present-day computers (which are based on Von Neumann☂s design) process infor-mation sequentially by addressing stored data by location and then processing thatdata. These computers operate efficiently when they are performing numerical com-putations such as: ☜Add the contents of location A to the contentsoflocation B,andstore theresult in location C☂☂.
Thesetraditional: (Von Neumann) computers are much less efficient, however, whenthey are performing a search operation such as: ☜Locate all those employees who areearning £10,000 or more per annum☝. To perform that operation the traditionalcomputer has to read every record in the file (whichitself involves substantial soft-ware), and then has to compare the appropriate field in the record with 10,000.
APP is a technique in which information is Processed using content, rather thanlocation, and in which operations are performed in parallel, rather than in sequence.Using APP, the search example above could be Carried out in the same amount oftime that it takes a sequential processing technique to perform just one comparison.
The traditional sequential processing techniques will not be adequate for futuresystems. It will be possible to combineparallel Processors with content-addressablestorage, and so reduce dramatically both search time and the cost of informationstorage.
Research work, both in this area andin related areas,is currently being carried out inlaboratories all over the world. In the UK, at Brunel University, a team together withassistance from Plessey Ltd., have developed a single chip that incorporates both acontent-addressable memory and a processor. Comparative research into informationretrieval systems that use sequential processing by location has shown that APPpro-ducesthe following improvements:
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Performanceis improved by a factor of between 10 and 1000.
Storage requirements are reduced by between 10% and 50%.

♥ Production costs are reduced by between 20% and 100%.
Figure 10 gives a comparison offile searching techniques. It shows that, even when
the files are sequenced in the most sophisticated manner, searching by contentwill
alwaysbe faster than searching by sequential processing.

   
 

1 Random Order ♥ Sequential ScanNumber, of 1 2 Sequential Order ♥ Sequential ScanComparisons 3 Sequential Order ♥ Binary Chop
4 Record Linkage ♥ Computed Search
5 Random Order ♥ APP Search

2000 =
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The above diagram illustrates that the efficiency of file searching depends on the wayin
which the records within the file are ordered. In the simplest form of ordering, particular
fields of a record are specified as sort keys, and records are sequencedin ascending order of
their numerical value. This means that, if all the search keysare also sort keys, the ☁sequen-
tial scan☂ curve 2 (assuming that the search keys are similarly ordered), or the ☁binary chop☂
curve 3 file searching techniques would befairly efficient. The addition of record linkage
and indexing 4 would enable a computed search to achieve higherfile searching efficiency
but it would require additional storage and software. Where the formatis based on a multi-
keyword record the file is effectively unordered for most of the keywords, and very in-
efficient file searching results 1. File inversion and other indexing techniques can improve
time at the expense of extra software overheads, An APP searchis clearly quicker and more
economical than any other form ofsearch 5.

Source: Brunel University technical memorandum
☜Associative Processing of Non-Numerical Information☝ ♥ R.M. Lea

FIGURE 10 Comparisonof File Searching Techniques
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ICL have developed an intelligent disc subsystem (which is to be used initially withtheir 2950 DME and 1900 mainframes) which is known as content addressablefile-store (CAFS MK2). ICL are aiming to seli the productto the owners of fast-responseinformationretrieval systems. They claim that the system has a throughput 50 timesfaster than that of conventional systems, and, further, that it can support up to 500users simultaneously.
The new software (MERLIN)that is being designed for the British Library BLAISEsystem (as mentioned: on page 18 is based on APP, although it is expected to runinitially on conventional hardware.
At the US Association of Computing Machinery (ACM) workshop,held in May 1977,on computer architecture for non-numeric processing, representatives of a US com-pany, Operating Systems Inc., described a 1000 million byte database system theyhave developed. The system uses a PDP11 computer which employsparallel processorsand content-addressable memory, andsells at only $600,000. The companyclaimsthat an average search costs between 10 and 25 cents which compares very favourablywiththe present-day cost of about $20.
The possible future development of very large memory with high speed access willenable databases to include more than text. By adopting the technique of imageprocessing and also the technique of regarding documentsas being formed of a gridof discrete points, future databases could contain graphics as well as text. With theuse of these techniques a typical 84☝ x 11☝ document would require 100,000 bytesof storage, but the use of compression techniques would reduce this to around30,000 bytes.
The point was made on page 6 that there is a difference between informationretrieval systems and database management systems. It is quite possible that theadvent of content-addressable memory will, through the implementation of therelational database (discussed below), bring together these twodifferent, yet similar,technologies. This convergence of traditional data Processing applications and infor-mation retrieval could lead to the situation where terminals commonly communicateboth with external databases and in-house databases. The relational database is adatabase constructed by considering the relationships between data items. The origin-ator of the relational database, E.F. Codd of IBM, claims that by applying mathe-matical techniques of sets and groupsto data handling, the problemsthat present-daydatabases suffer from (inflexibility, fragility, etc.) will disappear. This claim has notyet been substantiated, although recently one system house, Logica, has developed arelational database package for use on a wide range of computers. Also IBM has, forseveral years, been developing a relational model which they call System R.
The concept ofdistributed databases is anotherrelated area of information storage.The distribution of information across a numberof identical or similar machines canachievethe following benefits:
♥ Improved response times, because the multiple sites share the workload.
♥ Reduced operating costs, because several distributed machinescanbeless expens-ive than one central mainframe.
♥ Reduced costs to users, because they will incur only localcall rates.
Distributing a database can, however, produce disadvantages. The major drawbackcomes from the problems involved in Preserving the consistency of the databaseacross all the separate machines. The problems are not insurmountable, but they dorequire a great deal of special consideration at the time when the system is being
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designed. Often, system designers, either through lack of time or bad workmanship,
build a database system first, and then try later to resolve the problemsofthe distri-
buted aspects. When the system goeslive, this approach inevitably produces diffi-
culties.
Where the information on the database is of a regional nature, it makes sense to
implement a distributed database, since information pertaining to a particular region
need be stored only locally. The British Post Office viewdataservice, Prestel, referred
to on page 24, has adopted a distributed approach with its databases.

Theretrieval of information
The system of retrieving information from a database must satisfy the following criteria:
♥ The command languageto enable the user to retrieve the information must be easy to

learn and easy to use.
♥ The user should be able to expect that he will not have to wait more than a few

secondsfor a responseto his enquiry.

The users of on-line information retrieval systems can beclassified as either public users
or professional users. Increasingly, the public user has available to him information such
as timetables, directories, and library catalogues that he can access quickly and easily
through a computer terminal. For example, Kings Cross Station in London now has a
computer terminal that provides timetable information.

The professional user (e.g. the researcher, the scientist, or the solicitor) on the other hand
requires more facilities than the public user. An essential requirement is that the user
should be able to search a large database on strings of text.
An important feature of an information retrieval system is the length of the time interval
betweenthe time of making the search and the time of receiving the hard copy.

Info-line Ltd., referred to on page 18, will be providing a direct ordering system as a
feature of their system. Where the database contains numeric data, the retrieving of the
data is often only a small part of the total task. Commonly, nowadays,users of infor-
mation in the area of economics manipulate retrieved data through the use of extensive
languagefacilities. Forecasting and modelling are important applications.

The Apple Corporation, who produce microcomputers, have developed somecassette-
based software that is capable of accessing the Dow Jones database, retrieving 22 stock
quotes, and storing the data on a floppy disc. Other software on the microcomputer
enables the user to perform several types of analyses of the information.

The concept of relational databases was discussed on page 36. IBM have notonly carried
out extensive research with their System R. To complementit, they have also researched
extensively into various languages which could be used to access information. The language
which has reached the most advanced level of development is SEQUEL 2 (Sequential
Query Language), which can be used interactively or as embedded verbs in PL/1. When
used interactively it allows different users varying levels of facilities. At one end of the
spectrum, the user can use the language after only a short training course. At the other
end of the spectrum, the language represents a very powerful data manipulation facility.
When they were developing the language, |BM took considerable care to ensure thatit
would beeasy to use.
Although IBM have stated that System R is only a research project, and is not intended
to produce a marketable product,it is reasonable to assume that the new range of main-
frame computers that IBM are expected to announce shortly will provide some form of
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relational database management system. The recently announced System 38 ☁is reportedto offer a relational database management system.
The majority of today☂s on-line information retrieval systems are accessed at a data rateof 300 bits per second. The introduction of facilities to access data at 1200 bits persecond will give users two opportunities. They will either be able to perform the samesearches as they do now and take only 25% of the time (and so achieve substantialfinancial benefits), or they will indulge in browsing, and so will spend the same amountof time and money as now butwill get better value forit.

The availability of very high speed data rates in the future could lead to a situation wherethe intelligent terminal or microcomputer could be used. Byretrieving large amounts ofdata very quickly and cheaply, and retaining this information on the local storage of theintelligent terminal or microcomputer (on floppy discs, cassettes, video discs, etc.), theuser could then examine the information at his leisure by incurring only the costs ofrunninganin-house intelligent terminal, or microcomputer.
It would be a natural development from existing intelligent terminals to producesoft-ware ♥ for runningonanintelligent terminal (microcomputer) system ♥ that was capableof retrieving and manipulating data from an informationretrieval system. This softwarewould enable informationretrieval systemsto utilise future high-speed datalinks.
The concept of the multifunction workstation referred to in Report Series No. 4, Trendsin Office Automation Technologies, where one terminal can act as an informationretrieval terminal, a word processing system, an electronic mail transceiver and so on,isvery important.
The output of information
Information in itself has no value: it becomes of value only whenitis used. It is, there-fore, important that the information that each different user requires should be tailoredto suit his particular requirements.
As mentioned on page 7, searches on bibliographic databases normally result in the pro-duction of secondary information, such as references to publications or abstracts frompublications. In some situations the abstractwill satisfy the needs of the user, and can beoutput directly from the database either on-line or off-line. In the majority of situations,however, the usable information is contained in the publicationitself (the primary infor-mation). The next stage in the informationretrieval process,therefore,is that of obtainingthe hard copy.
Present-day hard copyis usually provided on paper, but microform is increasingly beingused. The ideal situation would be to hold all the primary information on the computer,and thento print on-line oroff-line as required.
The majority of today☂s printers suffer from the limitation that they can print only thecharacters and symbols that have been built into the print mechanism, although someprinters, of course, have interchangeable character sets. In the future, when databaseshold multilingual text and graphics, the systemswill require hard copy printing devicesthat have much greater capabilities than those possessed by current products.
A printer such as the ink-jet printer produces high-quality output. It does this by creat-ing each individual character or symbol from tiny ink droplets which, under the controlof software, are output to form the desired symbol or character. A high-speed ink-jetprinter that had capabilities to print not only characters, but also high-quality graphics,would be well-suited to the task of handling the output requirementsof thelikely futureinformation retrieval systems.
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A product which has already been available for several years, but which is only now
becoming widely accepted by users, is computer output microfilm (COM). Early COM
devices were large complex pieces of equipment, and quite often these had wet photo-
graphic developing units which required substantial maintenance. Currently available
equipment is muchcleaner to handle, and it can be treated as simply another computer
peripheral device. Clearly, the COM devices have considerable potential for being used
as output devices with large information databases. It is interesting to note that neither
of the market leaders in COM, Datagraphix Inc. or Eastman Kodak Inc., are computer
manufacturers.
Both the ink-jet printer and the COM device are expensive pieces of equipment. Conse-
quently, neither kind of device is likely to become part of an in-house system, except
where there is a very high demand for information. The in-house searcher requires a
low-cost product, and for him the facsimile device (fax) meets this criterion. Present-day
fax is used for the exchange of information between persons. Thereis no reason, however,
why information retrieval systems should not be the suppliers of the information.

Current fax equipmentis classified by the CCITT as follows:

♥ Class1equipment ♥ The transmission of an A4 page takes four to six minutes
(analogue).

♥ Class2 equipment ♥ Thetransmission of an A4 page takes two to three minutes
(analogue).

♥ Class3 equipment ♥ Thetransmission of an A4 page takes less than one minute
(digital).

Very many Class 1 devices are already in use, and currently many of these are being
replaced by Class 2 devices. Class 3 devices are also now beginningto be installed. A Class
3 device that is capable of receiving output from an information retrieval system repre-
sents a potentially very useful tool for the searcher.

As mentioned on page 23, the Japanese electronics company, Matsushita Electrical Co.
Ltd., have developed a colour fax receiver which can be situated below a domestic TV
receiver housed in the same unit. The combination of this type of equipment together
with viewdata type systems could add a further dimension to the market for information.

What has been discussed above refers only to hard copy output devices. Soft copy
devices, such as video displays, are nct well suited to the task of retrieving bibliographic
information (except for browsing purposes) because of the transient form in which the
information is displayed. By contrast, when numeric data is being manipulated, the video
display is essential. Where, in addition, the numeric data is re-interpreted into graphical
representation, the user requires a high-quality video display unit that has facilities to
produce, on request, a print-out of a screenful of data. Equipment that can be used in
this wayis currently available from companies like Tektronix Ltd. Over the next decade
plasma displays are increasingly likely to replace the present cathode ray tube displays.
(A plasmadisplay is a flat display made up from a matrix of gas tubes.)

One product that is not yet available, but which embracesthe benefits of both hard copy
and soft copy,is the video disc. A guide to the commercialavailability of the video disc
was given as two years by Philips of Holland when theyrevealed details of their 1000 Mb
laser disc recently. The video disc is well suited to replace some forms of paper publish-
ing, since it combines the permanence of hard copy with the browsing capabilities of a
video display. It also has two other advantages. First, because it is read optically,
scratches and dust will not impair the legibility of the stored information, and second,
it is very inexpensive. An impression of the possible cost of a video disc was given by
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Martha Williams (of the Information Retrieval Research Laboratory in the US) when shespoke at the On-Line Conference in London during December 1977. Shestated that thecost of a video disc holding one paperback book, which could be read from a hand-heldviewer, was 10 cents. The concept of primary data being held on a computer and thenbeing spooled out to video disc for distribution could, on the one hand, present a greatOpportunity and, on the other, pose a considerable threat to all forms of publishing.
5. Thetransmission of information

One of the major reasons behind the growth in the use of on-line databases has been thedevelopments in transmission facilities. The transmission facilities do not only representthe umbilical cord between theuser and the on-line information database; theyalso allowremote source data to be captured, and they provide the link to maintain distributeddatabases.
Unlike the other componentsof an informationretrieval system (i.e. the capture, storage,retrieval and output of information), the future of transmission is not simply a matter ofhow quickly software and hardware engineers can design and produce products using thelatest technology. Thetechnical considerations must be balanced against thepolitical con-siderations and, since all the PTTsin Europe have a monopoly,thepolitical influences aresignificant.
A simple example to illustrate the situation is that of satellite communications. At theOn-Line Revolution Seminar in Paris in July 1978, Alex Tomberg, the Chairman ofEUSIDIC, urged that the possibility of a European Satellite Information Service beinvestigated. The figures shown in Figure 11 support his argumentthatsatellite communi-cation costs would be thirty times cheaperthan the cost of present-day copperwirelines,and satellite communications certainly seem to warrant further study. Thereis littlechance, however, that it would be possible to convince the European PTTs that such aProject should be considered since the existing copper wires represent an enormousinvestmentthatis capable of earning revenue forseveral years yet.

Network Cost per 1000 characters
ESANET $0.92
TYMNETin N. America $0.32
TELENETin N. America $0.20
EURONET(proposal) $0.16
TRANSPAC(proposal) $0.068
EUSIS (EuropeanSatellite Information 0.00023Service ♥ proposal)

The abovefigures are calculated on the basis that searching at 300 bits per second produces anhourly throughput of 2,500 characters.
Source: Drawn from a presentation ☁Networks in Europe☂, given by Alex Tomberg at theOn-Line Revolution Seminar in Paris, July 1978.

FIGURE 11
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In the future, as more countries develop national networks withfacilities to connect with
the EURONETnetwork, access to EURONETwill becomeeasier.
As stated on page 15, the EEC have stated that they will consider applications from any
non-EEC countries that wish to join EURONET.!t is reasonable to assume, therefore,
that the EURONET network will grow steadily during the next five years and, in so
doing, will allow users in many countries to have access to more and more databases.

One significant factor that could affect the growth of EURONETisthe tariff. The
presenttariff is geared to informationtraffic (i.e. small packets of information). However,
information traffic constitutes no more than 2% of all data traffic. Bulk data traffic
makes up the remainder, and it requires a tariff structure based on muchlarger packets.
The way in which EURONETdevelops could have significant effect on the future tariff
structure for information traffic. If EURONET is opened to bulk data traffic, the out-
comeis likely to be a tariff structure which will increase the communication charges for
information retrieval. On the other hand, if information traffic is actively encouraged,
this could result in a decrease in communication charges for information retrieval. The
latter seems to represent the more likely to produce future revenue for the PTTs.

C_ The Growth of On-line Information Services in the Future

As indicated on page 15, the future of European information retrieval servicesis closely linked
with the future developments in EURONET. Those responsible for EURONET have been
active in producing growth estimates for EURONET.

H. Ungerer, of the EEC, gave a paper at the On-Line Conference in London in December 1977
in which he suggested that EURONETwill gain between 50% and 60% of the total information
traffic for Europe. Based on an annual growth rate of 60% for the whole of Europe, EURO-
NET could expect an annualtraffic of around 1,100,000 searches by the end of 1983. This
figure is currently being used by the EURONET marketing department as a marketingtarget.
The extrapolated figure for the whole of Europe (assuming a growth rate of 60%) is over
2,000,000 searches per annum by the end of 1983. The thinking behind such estimates,
according to Ungerer,is that:

♥ ☜With EURONET anewlevel of comfort of data service will be introduced into inter-
EECon-line searching☝.

♥ ☜Growth of this order has already been demonstrated in the US on a telecommuni-
cations infrastructure comparable to that of the future EURONET☝.

Clearly, there is no way of knowing at the moment whetheror not these estimates will prove
to be correct.

Onesignificant factor in Europe which did not affect the early experience in the US is the
existence of viewdata and similar systems that were referred to on pages 24 to 27. As was
said there, when Prestel commences operation as a public service in 1979,it will introduce
on-line information retrieval to a market (i.e. the business sector) thatis still, in the main,
ignorant abouton-line informationretrieval systems.

Prestel could well be the catalyst for the spread of on-line information retrieval services in
Europe, and EURONETitself is certainly stimulating interest in on-line information retrieval
systems. Provided that the tariffs can be kept at a realistic level, the evidencethatis available
todaycertainly indicates that the EURONET expectationsare not unrealistic.
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On the. other hand, there are question marks to be put against these various components:
Is Prestel sound enough from a technical point of view and will it provide the kindof information its potential users are likely to require?
Will the European database vendors be able to compete successfully with the USdatabase vendors?

The latter point is crucial in deciding whether there is an assured future for European infor-mationretrieval.
Webelievethat it is reasonable to expect that, by the end of 1983:

Prestel will be an established information service in the UK, with a customer base of,perhaps, one million.
Systems based on viewdata will have been introduced as a public service in severalEuropean countries.
EURONETwill be an established on-line information network providing on-lineretrieval information facilities to users in both the EEC and therest of Europe.
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Vil. THE ROLE AND RECOMMENDEDACTION
FOR THE MANAGEMENTSERVICESDIVISION OF AN ORGANISATION

WHICH IS USING OR ABOUTTO USE ON-LINE INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS

A Introduction
The introduction to this report emphasised the value of information to all businesses. All
businesses make nearly all, if not all, of their important policy decisions without havingall
the up-to-date information they need forthis purpose.
Mechanisms, in the form of information databases and their associated retrieval systems, are
now becoming,or are about to become,available. They should permit businesses to have con-
trolled and systematic access to information that is not only of a higher quality, but is also
more relevant to the business needs, more accurate, more timely, and more comprehensive
thanis possible with present information systems.
This Section identifies the role that management services should play in ensuring that an
organisation has access to, and exploits, this higher-quality information. In particular, it
examines those steps that need to be taken to ensure that the organisation takes advantage
of these new opportunities, both now andalso in the next few years, as the available range
of information continues to grow.

B_ The Role of ManagementServices
Managementservices departments have a threefold role in this field:

1. They have a responsibility for ensuring that available information systems (of which
on-line information services are an example) are exploited to the full benefit of their
organisations. They are therefore responsible for examining the scope for, and the
feasibility of, using these services.

2. They have an essential part to play in the planning and implementation ofeach particu-
lar on-line information service because they are a source of expertise on the selection
and installation of equipment.

3. They have an importantrole to play in co-ordinating all the various systemsthat are in
use within their organisations, bearing in mind that an on-line information system will
not be the only system in any organisation. They also have a role to play in ensuring
that the overall systemsplan in their organisations is a coherent one ♥ and the impli-
cations of this are discussed on page 48.
Managementservices also have a minor role to play as users of information services.
The NCC database, THOR,is one exampleof an information service whichis primarily
directed at managementservices departments.

Other departments also have

a

role to play in the use of on-line information services.
Two examples are end users ♥ who have an obvious role ♥ andlibrary or information
units. The role of the library or information unit will vary from organisation to organ-
isation dependingonits responsibilities, previous experience andstatus.
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C TheActivities Associated with Exploiting On-line Information Services
As has already been mentioned, other parts of the organisation ♥ the library, for example ♥have a part to play in ensuring that information services are used to the full benefit of theorganisation. The department or unit that is in the best position to be responsible for infor-mation services will, of course, vary from organisation to organisation. This Section, therefore,is not specific about the respective parts that Managementservices departments and infor-mation units should play. It concentrates on the activities which need to be undertaken.
As indicated earlier, the market for information servicesis emerging, and so much of thepresent activity in any organisation should be concerned with Preparing for the future. Partof the preparatory stage involvesidentifying the responsibilities for the following:

♥ Monitoring the marketplace.
♥ Developing an awareness of the services amongpossible users in the organisation.
♥ Establishing procedures for evaluating users☂ requirements andavailable services.
♥ Selecting terminal equipment.
♥ Assisting in theinitial use of the services.
♥ Ensuring that the requirements for accessing information systems are taken intoaccountin the overall systems plan.

Eachofthese aspects is discussed below:
1. Monitoring the market placeIn order to ensure that users make the best possible use of information servicesit is im-portant to monitor the market place for those new developments which could affect theorganisation☂s users.

On page 6 we suggested several organisations and publications that could help in thisactivity. Three ways of monitoring the market are:
♥ Regular reading of those journals which contain articles and information concern-ing on-line information services.
♥ Becoming members of those associations and organisations which have extensiveinvolvementin the information servicesfield.
♥ Attending relevant seminars that cover aspects of information services.

2. Developing an awareness of the servicesIn any organisation, the impetus to use information services needs to come from the enduser. This can only happen if the potential users are fully aware of whatis available, andalso are able to assess the potential usefulness of higher-quality information. The vendorsof information services do endeavourto sell those services to the end users in organisationsand, in their selling activity, provide end users with a certain amount of knowledge of whatis available. However, it may well be both prudentandsensible for organisations to set upa mechanism which ensures that information on the availability of services is circulated ina systematic mannerto all concerned.
3. Establishing proceduresfor evaluating requirements and servicesMost organisations do not have procedures or methodologies that cover the evaluation ofinformation services, either to determine the needs of the Organisation or to determine the
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appropriateness of a particular service.
The final responsibility for deciding on the use of a particular service may be taken cen-
trally by (say) the librarian, or may be taken by the end user of the information. No
matter who takes the decision there is an obvious needforall decisions to be co-ordinated
centrally.
The central co-ordinator will be concerned with ensuring that the collective experience of
the organisationis available to users. This experienceis likely to encompass:

♥ Thetrue costs of using an on-line information service.
♥ Thelikely capabilities and limitations of these services.
♥ The best sources of supply.
♥ The scope for negotiating contacts (including obtaining quantity discounts).

♥ Theselection of suitable terminal equipment.

Standards are required for describing services and for evaluating them. Figures 12 and 13
are examples of checklists developed in the US for these purposes.

Evaluation exercises will be concerned with the cost/benefit of using a service. It will
usually beeasier to identify the costs than to identify the benefits.

The benefits will fall into two areas:
♥ Better information, leading to better decisions. The benefits in this area are

extremely difficult to quantify.
♥ Increased efficiency. Productivity gains should result from the use of these services,

since it should be possible to acquire higher quality information with less effort.
This is an important opportunity since, at present, managers and professionals have
few waysof obtaining direct assistance from information systems.

4. Selecting terminal equipment
Usually in selecting terminal equipment, there are not any considerations which are par-
ticular to the use of on-line informationservices. It is, nevertheless, sensible to make use
of any experience and expertise that management services staff have in selecting terminal
equipment.

In selecting terminal equipment, the points covered in 6 below need to be taken into
account.

5. Assisting in theinitial use of informationservices
The new user will undoubtedly find himself torn between doing the search himself and
using an intermediary searcher.

The user will require some assistance from management services not only whendeciding
on which option to use, but also when using the selected option. If the user performs
his own searches, he will certainly require assistance both in handling the terminal and
in formulating the search. If he opts for using an intermediary, he will require some
guidance on how to makethe best use of the searches ♥ for example, by holding lengthy
discussions with the searcher in order to establish exactly what he (the user) requires
from the search.
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A, Content {identification and contents) C. Logistics and economics (logistical andnic trade-offs) 1. Name: Whatis the name of the databank?
 2, UOE{a) Whatis the unit of enumeration (UOE)?
Examples: corporation, security, commodity
contract, economic timeseries, legal opinion,
bibliographic abstract, and patient record.(b) How arespecific UOEsidentified? Exam-
ple: a company mightbe identified by its
CUSIP issuer number.
(c) Whoassignsthe identifying codes?{d) Do the codes ever change? If so, how
often do they change, and how are the
changes cross-indexed?
 

3. Coverage(a) Whatis the basis forincludinga specific
UOEin the databank? Example: all common
stock on the New York Stock Exchange,all
decisions of the US SupremeCourt,all
reviews in Computing Reviews.(b) Whatdata are carried for each 1OE?(c) What percentageof the total numberofPossible data itemsis ☁☁missing☂☂, and how arethose itemsidentified on the databank (i.e.,
where are the gaps and howimportantarethey?)?
(d) What happensto a UOE thatis dropped?
 

4. Classifications{a) What generally recognized classifications
are used on the databank? Examples: CUSIP
security identifiers, stock exchangetickersymbols, ZIP codes, telephone area (DDD)codes, state abbreviations, Standard Metro-
politan Statistical Area (SMSA)designations,Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes,
Federal Reservedistricts, federal stock num-bers, Universal productcodes, Social Security
account numbers, West Publishing Company
headnote codes, and so on.(b) Whatclassifications are used that may beuseful elsewhere?
(c) Are there waysof connecting any gener-
ally recognized classifications and theclassifi-cations internal to the databank?
 5. Plans: Are there any plans to change theContents of this databank?
 

B. Form (form in which the database existsandis available)
 1. Format
(a) Whatis the primary medium that the data-bank is stored in?(b) Whatis its physical record layout? (Ques-tions (b) and (c) are for the benefit of thetechnicalstaff.)
 2. Access
(a) In what form is the databank available to
users? Examples: fixed format reports,
tailored reports, interactive access, machine
readable subsets, completefile,initialfile plusupdates, and so on.
{b) For each form, whatis the medium, the
file organization, and the record layout?
 3. Restrictions
(a) Whatlimits are placed on theuser's rights
to redistribute either the raw data or anyform of the data processed from the databank?(b) Whatspecial equipment mustthe userhave to be able to use the databank?
 

4. Plans: Are there any plans to make any
change in the form of this databank?

1. Timing
(a) How frequently is the databank updated?
(b) How fresh are the data whichare used for
updating?
(c) How soonafter updating is the databank
available for distribution?(d) Is there any timesavingor penalty assoc-
iated with using a republisher (intermediary)
rather than a vendor?
 2. Correctness
(a) Whatis the error rate expressed as a per-
centage of the total numberof data items and
as a percentage of the number of UOEs?
(b) How are errors detected and corrected?
(c) Are there anyinternal inconsistencies
inherent in the databank because of, for
example, changes in estimation methods,
sampling procedures,or units of measurement?
(d) Were itemsrestated or adjusted and,if so,why?
 3. Cost: Whatis thefull cost of the databank

to a user? Includelibrary fees, updating fees,
time-sharing charges, surcharges, fees forfre-
quent updates and early deliveries, per usage
fees, package and quantity discounts,tie-ins
with other products, incremental equipment
costs, costs of training, and extra personnel.
 4. Plans: Whatplans of the vendors or repub-
lishers would affect the logistics and econo-
micsof using this databank?eee
D.Interfaces (humanand other)
 

1. Publishers, i.e., sellers
(a) For the publisher of this databank, whatis
the publisher☂s name, address(es), telephone
numbers for information and time-shared
access, and names ofsales and technical repre-sentatives?
(b) Forall republishers, what are answers to
same questionsaskedin (a)?
(c) Whois to becalled onin case of need for
advice, technical problems withuse ofdata,
data error,late delivery, changeof user needs,
and other problems?
(d) Whataidsareavailable to the user? Exam-
ples: presales help, testing periods, postsales
support, documentation, and software.
2. Users
(a) Howwill the databank be used?(b) Whowill use the databank, in what ways,
and howextensively? Can anyofthe usersfurnish references?
(c) Does a users☂ associationexist and,if so,where?
 3. Otherinterfaces
(a) Aside from publishers and users, who spon-
sors, regulates, or otherwise influences thedatabank?
(b) Can this databankbe used easily with anyother databanks?
(c) Whatother databanksare available fromthese sellers (publishers and vendors) andintermediaries?
(d) How secure and how private are user pro-
Prietary data, software, and systems?
4. Plans: Are there any plans that mightaffectthe humanandotherinterfaces associatedwith this databank?

FIGURE 12 A DATABANK QUESTIONNAIRE ♥USED FOR PRODUCINGA DESCRIPTION OFA SPECIFIC DATABANK
Source: Harvard Business Review Nov-Dec 1978
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Ne Whatis the application for which data is
needed?
 

What data can (or must) be obtained from outside
sources?
 

Whatattributes of an outside databank are
essential to the success of the application, and
whatattributes are desirable? Examples:
(a) Coverage (how much, how far back in time, and
what items?)
(b) Classifications (which ones?)
(c) Format (whatfile organisation medium, and
physical structure?)
(d) Access (what form and method?)
(e) Restrictions (how onerous?)
(f) Timing (how soon, how often?)
(g) Correctness (how ☁☁clean☂☂?)
(h) Cost (how much?)
(i) Publishers, intermediaries (who, offering what help?)
(j) Users (what groups might use it?)
(k) Other (what compatibilities, how secure?)

 

 
What databanksare available that might be satisfactory?
Is there enough benefit in adjusting our demandsorin
gathering the data ourselves to make such actions
worthwhile?
 

For purposesof this application, what flaws does each
databank have? Examples:
(a) Inaccurate?
(b) Inconsistent?
(c) Incompatible?
(d) Incomplete?
(e) Unrepresentative?
(f) Unwieldy?
(g) Uneconomical?
(h) Untimely?

 

FIGURE 13 A DATABANKAPPLICATION EVALUATION ♥
USED TO ASSESS HOW WELL THE DATABANKIS SUITED TO

A PARTICULAR NEED
Source: Harvard Business Review Nov-Dec 1978
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6. Ensuring that the systems plans incorporatethe requirements for accessing informationservicesProperly devised, an organisation☂s systems plan takes account of a whole range of require-ments for information systems, including the accessing of public information services.Terminal equipmentis used for this purpose, but it is likely, in many cases, to be a low-activity use and, therefore, difficult to justify for this use alone. By careful planningitmay, instead, be possible to use general purpose devices which are already being used for(and are mainly being justified by) other applications. An organisation, when it purchasesgenera! purpose devices in future, should bear in mind that they may berequired later toaccess an on-line information service. This applies even though the organisation☂s presentplans do notinclude the use of on-line informationservices.

D Recommended Action
This report has described the way in which on-line information services have already developed,and can be expected to develop in the near future. Also it has discussed the role managementservices should play in exploiting these services, and has set out the activities which an organ-isation needs to undertake. The specific action which organisations should take will vary bothaccording to their previous experiencein this field and also upon the extent to which they canexploit on-line information services. However,all organisations can review the use they alreadymake of these services and they can assess the effectiveness with which they exploit thoseservices. They can also consider to what extent and in which way they would benefit fromusing thoseservicesin the future.
Webelieve that managementserviceswill usually be best placed to undertake this review sinceit is they who have the combination of skills and experience whichis needed. Obviously otherdepartments ♥ suchas the library ♥ also need to be involved. Such reviews can be conductedas individual projects with the normal controls and reports which are producedbyfeasibilitystudies and system audits.
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VIII. CONCLUSION

At the beginningof this report we set out to answer the three following questions:

1. Is on-line information retrieval a subject that is sufficiently important to warrant
organisations devoting attention to it now?

2. If so, what action should managementservices managers be taking, both now andin
the longer term, to prepare for on-line information retrieval?

3. Whenis on-line information retrieval likely to have a significant impact on business
organisations and on their day-to-day operations?

It is clear that on-line information retrieval services will become increasingly important in the
next few years as more services becomeavailable both to the specialist and to the more general
user. The attention which management services need to pay to the subject today is concerned
with evaluating existing services in conjunction with users who might make beneficial use of
them and with establishing a framework within which to monitor the market and co-ordinate
the use ofservices in the future.
In terms of what action managementservices should take, the report has outlined measures
which will assist organisations currently using these services and organisations which are not
yet using theservices, in reviewing their requirements, and the way in which those require-
ments are met.

The third question remains a difficult one to answer since there are a number of relevant
commercial and technical issues. The impact of viewdata systems and of EURONETandthe
marketing decisions of those promoting the databases cannot be accurately assessed at this
time.
However,it is clear that almost all developments point in the direction of an increasedusage
of on-line information services over the next few years which may well lead to them being
commonplace within the nextfive years.
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Report Senes
Abstract

Public On-line Information
Nol0 Retrieval Services

byPeterAppleby
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ABSTRACT

On-line information services are now appearing in Europe, and these offer all organisations new
waysto obtain information from outside. This external information is needed by managers and
professional staff in almost all parts of an organisation.

These information services, which enable an end user to obtain information whichis relevant
to his needs, represent one way of overcoming the problem of an ever-increasing supply of
published material.
The report examines the development of informationservices in the US, Europe and Japan and
discusses the directions in which those services can be expected to expandin the next few years
through a numberofrelevant technological advances.

The report offers advice to organisations on the action they need to take to ensure that they
makefull use of the currently-available services, and that they equip themselves to exploit new
services as they reach the market-place.
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The Butler Cox Foundation is a research group which examines major
developments in its field ♥ computers, telecommunications, and office
automation ♥ on behalf of subscribing members. It provides a set of
☁eyes and ears☂ on the world for the systems departments of some of
Europe☂s largest concerns.
The Foundation collects its information in Europe and the US, whereit
has offices through its associated company. It transmits its findings to
members in three main ways:

♥ As regular written reports, giving detailed findings and sub-
stantiating evidence.

♥ Through management conferences, stressing the policy impli-
cations of the subjects studied for managementservices directors
and their senior colleagues.

♥ Through professional and technical seminars, where the members☂
own specialist managers and technicians can meet with the
Foundation research teams to review their findings in depth.

The Foundation is controlled by a Management Board upon which the
members are represented. Its responsibilities include the selection of
topics for research, and approval of the Foundation☂s annual report and
accounts, showing how the subscribed research funds have been
employed.
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